GRADUATE ASSISTANT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
April 17th, 2014 * 10:30-Noon
2124 Lee Building

AGENDA

1. Welcome and introductions
2. Fees
3. Childcare
4. Elections
5. Parking
6. Jobs
7. Workman’s Compensation

GAAC NOTATIONS ON AGENDA ITEMS

2) Reopen discussion to see if it is possible to have students fees paid through weekly installments similar to how parking permits are paid (Tyler)

3) Request for update on childcare plans (Justine)

4) Update on plans for revised elections process (Yakov)

5) There are concerns regarding Grad student parking on campus, specifically: It seems like grad students parking always the first to be cut (Lot 5)? Is there any way to increase after hour Grad Parking (in non-numbered/restricted lots)? (Justine & Abhijit)

6) International students website leaves a lot to be desired. Is there a possibility to make accessing this information easier? At least make link to HR website easier to find? (Jessica)

7) Rob Specter was going to give us guidelines re: workman's comp, but we have not seen them yet. What are the official guidelines? (Katelyn)